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The global alignment in patients with lumbar spinal stenosis:
our experience using the EOS full-body images

Jean Yves Lazennec1,2,3 • Dominique Folinais4 • Samy Bendaya5 •

Marc Antoine Rousseau2,6 • Aidin Eslam Pour7

Abstract Lumbar stenosis is frequently observed and

treated by spine surgeons. The extent of neurological

decompression and the potential spinal fixation are the

basic concerns when surgery is planned. But this seg-

mented approach to the problem is sometimes insufficient

due to the complex functional situations induced by a

sagittal imbalance of the patient and the combination of

pathologies known as hip-spine or knee-spine syndromes.

A total of 373 consecutive patients included from our EOS

and clinical data base. Patients were divided in two groups.

Group A included patients presenting exclusive spinal

issues (172 cases) out of whom 117 (68 %) had sagittal

imbalance. Among 201 patients with associated lower

limbs issues (group B), 122 (61 %) had sagittal imbalance.

The perception of imbalance was noticed in 54 % (93

cases) in group A and 57 % (115 cases) in group B. In the

global series of 239 imbalanced cases, the key point was a

spine issue for 165 patients (the 117 patients with only

spine problems and 48/122 cases with combined spine and

lower limbs problems). But in the patients with combined

spine and lower limbs problems, we individualized hip-

spine syndromes (24/122 patients) and knee-spine syn-

dromes (13/122 patients). In some cases, (37/122 patients)

the anatomical and functional situations were more com-

plex to characterize a spine-hip or a hip-spine problem. The

EOS full-body images provide new information regarding

the global spinal and lower limbs alignment to improve the

understanding of the patient functional posture. This study

highlights the importance of the lower limb evaluation not

only as compensatory mechanism of the spinal problems

but also as an individualized parameter with its own

influence on the global balance analysis.

Level of evidence IV diagnostic case series.

Keywords Spinal stenosis � Spinal sagittal alignment �
Spinal postural balance � EOS � Knee alignment � Hip-spine
syndrome � Hip flexion � Knee-spine syndrome � Pelvic tilt �
Global tilt � Spinopelvic parameters � Total hip prosthesis �
Total knee prosthesis � Sitting position � Standing position �
Knee flessum � Sagittal femoral tilt

Introduction

The global spine alignment has been a hot topic in recent

years. The literature has focused on the definition of the

normal sagittal alignment [1, 2], the individualization of

sagittal morphotypes [3] and the description of compen-

satory mechanisms in case of sagittal imbalance [4].

Despite a growing interest, the relationship between the

spinal balance and the lower limbs remains less docu-

mented than the concept of pelvic vertebra [5] and the

spinopelvic disorders [6, 7]. The sagittal balance reference
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parameters have been initially described for young indi-

viduals without any spinal or lower limbs problems. But

older and symptomatic patients may face other functional

situations due to the overweight or associated impairments

of the lower limbs [8–10]. Moreover, the frontal balance is

often neglected in the classical series as well as the pelvic

obliquity or the pelvic rotation.

The EOS imaging system provides new information

regarding the global spinal and lower limbs alignment and

highlights the importance of the full-body analysis to

improve the understanding of the patient situation. Fur-

thermore, the combined sitting acquisitions provide

additional information about the reducibility of standing

abnormalities. Some dynamic postural evaluations (bend-

ing tests, extension ability tests) can be used to complete

the postural analysis. This paper is focused on the postural

characteristics of the lumbar stenosis patients. This

pathology is frequently observed and treated by spine

surgeons. The extent of neurological decompression and

the potential spinal fixation are the basic concerns when

surgery is planned. But this segmented approach to the

problem is sometimes insufficient due to the complex

functional situations induced by a sagittal or frontal

imbalance of the patient.

This is also highly represented in the hip and/or knee

patients especially in the cases needing a joint replace-

ment. This specific combination of pathologies induces

sensitive situations known as hip-spine syndromes or knee-

spine syndromes [11–19]. The hierarchy of the surgical

strategies is often discussed in such patients, but the

misunderstanding or underrating of the problems may lead

to catastrophic situations [20]. The aim of this report is to

describe the profile of these patients in our common

practice and to illustrate these issues using our clinical and

EOS images data base.

Table 1 Clinical background

(n = 373)

Significant and permanent radiculopathy 237

Neurological claudication 301

Neurological claudication with walking ability\100 m 205

Neurological claudication with walking\10 m 59

Urodynamic signs 39

Table 2 Clinical data
(n = 373)

Segmental lumbar stenosis (1 or 2 levels) 205 (55 %)

Global lumbar stenosis 159 (43 %)

Thoraco-lumbar stenosis 9 (2 %)

Associated symptomatic cervical stenosis 97 (26 %)

Patients with exclusive spinal pathology 172 (46 %)

Patients with associated lower limbs issues 201 (54 %)

Spondylolisthesis 110 (29.5 %)

Degenerative spondylolisthesis 93

Isthmic spondylolisthesis 17

Previous segmental lumbar fusions (1 or 2 levels) 37

Previous long lumbar fusions ([2 levels or including thoraco-lumbar junction) 15

Patients with THA 101 (27 %)

Patients with unilateral THA 78

Patients with bilateral THA 23

Patients with TKA 64 (17 %)

Patients with unilateral TKA 51

Patients with bilateral TKA 13

Patients with previous femoral or tibial osteotomy 11

Limb length discrepancy (anatomical) 85 (23 %)

Limb length discrepancy (functional) (flexum or recurvatum) 194 (52 %)

Genu varum[6� 118 (32 %)

Genu valgum[6� 14

Pelvic obliquity ([10�) 55 (15 %)

Pelvic rotation ([5�) 69 (18 %)



Materials and methods

We included 373 consecutive patients (137 men, 236

female) from our current practice EOS database. The mean

age was 72 years (56–87), and mean BMI was 28.1 ± 3.1.

All these patients were diagnosed with spinal stenosis. All

of them were referred for a surgical procedure. We

excluded posttraumatic spinal stenosis and patients with a

significant frontal deformity (Cobb angle[20�). We indi-

vidualized the patients in two functional groups. Group A

includes the patients with lumbar stenosis symptoms only;

group B includes the patients with combined spinal

stenosis and lower limbs impairments.

The clinical details of the series are given in Tables 1 and

2. Using the simultaneous AP and lateral EOS images, we

measured the classical spinopelvic parameters to assess the

sagittal balance condition [pelvic incidence (PI), sacral slope

(SS), pelvic tilt (PT), C7 sagittal vertical axis (SVA), and

global tilt (GT)] [21]. PT modifications were evaluated

according to the incidence angle [22]. We also evaluated the

lower limbs position (HKA angle, femoral sagittal tilt angle

FST, knee flexion angle KFA, and sacro-femoral angle SFA)

[22]. Pelvic frontal inclinationwasmeasured using the pelvic

obliquity angle (POA) (angle between the horizontal line and

the line through the femoral head centers) (Figs. 1, 2).

C7

C7

I

I

PT

PT

GT

GT

Fig. 1 Typical set of EOS images used for this study. The full-body

view provides information about the lower limbs (anatomical

particularities and functional adaptations). Sitting position is useful

to assess the adaptation possibilities of spine and hips and to evaluate

the modifications of sagittal balance

Mrs Messager Full body extension test

right le�
Test for extension reserve of pelvis and lower limbs

SFA

KFA

SFA

Standing reference posi�on

FST

Fig. 2 Static and dynamic EOS tests to measure. The knee flexion angle KFA. The sacro-femoral angle SFA. The femoral sagittal tilt FST



Grade 3Grade 2Grade 1
Fig. 3 Three types for sagittal

balance evaluation

Fig. 4 Patient grade 1 in standing position. Despite this correct

global balance, a significant pelvic rotation and frontal imbalance are

observed. In sitting position the patient moves to grade 3

Fig. 5 Comparison of standing and sitting. Grade 3 in standing

position; grade 2 in sitting position



On a practical point of view, we divided the patients in

three grades, based on their balance according to the lit-

erature: (grade 1) normal balance, C7 SVA over the sacral

endplate; (grade 2) slight unbalance, C7 SVA located

between sacral endplate and femoral heads; (grade 3)

severe unbalance, C7 SVA located in front of the femoral

heads [17] (Fig. 3). A significant adaptive adjustment of

the lower limb position has been defined as mean

KFA[ 10� and/or mean FST[ 15� (Fig. 4). Unilateral

hip or knee flexum angle was analyzed separately. Sitting

EOS imaging was performed in all patients to assess the

participation of the lower limbs anatomy or posture in the

global balance. We used the same grades 1, 2, and 3 to

assess the sitting balance of the patients (Figs. 4, 5, 6). PT

and GT in sitting position were compared with standing PT

and GT (Figs. 7, 8, 9). Logistic regression was used to find

any correlation between the patients’ perception of the

imbalance and objective measurements of the different

parameters. The significance level was set at 5 %.

Results

The description of the series is reported in Tables 1, 2,

3, 4, 5.

If we consider the global balance of the patients, 36 %

of the patients (134/373 cases) did not experience sagittal

imbalance (grade 1), and 64 % of the patients presented an

imbalance problem (117 cases accounting for 68 % in

group A with spinal issues and 122 cases accounting for

61 %, in the group B with combined lower limbs prob-

lems). Grade 2 with a moderate imbalance represents

47.5 % of the patients (177/373 cases), and 16.5 % of the

patients are grade 3 with a severe imbalance (62/373

cases).

In the group A, only 79 % of patients with imbalance

problems (93/117 cases) perceived the imbalance. This

included all 21 cases grade 3 and only 62 of the 96 grade 2

patients. Out of 117 cases, 89 (76 %) demonstrated an

adaptive adjustment of the lower limbs according to our

criteria, but all the 117 cases demonstrated pelvic retro-

version with an increase in PT values according to the

literature [4].

In the group B with combined lower limbs problems,

94 % of the patients with imbalance problems perceived

the imbalance (115/122 cases). This included all the 41

patients of grade 3 and 64 of the 81 cases of grade 2. In all

the 122 cases, PT was increased, but only 84 out of 122

cases (69 %) demonstrated an adaptive adjustment of the

lower limbs according to our criteria’s.

PT

PT

GT

GT

Fig. 6 Comparison of standing and sitting positions. Grade 2 in

standing position; grade 3 in sitting position. The frontal imbalance is

unchanged. PT is increased in sitting position (additional pelvic

retroversion)

PT

PT

GT

GT

Fig. 7 Grade 3 patient with flat back in standing position. C7 SVA is

anterior to the femoral heads. No significant frontal imbalance despite

some pelvic obliquity on the AP view (genu varum on the right side). In

sitting position the patient is grade 2 (moderate increase of PT and GT)



In either groups A and B, the perception of the sagittal

balance is systematically perceived in grade 3 patients. In

grade 2 patients, the parameters related to the perception of

imbalance were SVA (p = 0.014), low incidence angle

(p = 0.02), GT[ 25 (p = 0.04), PT increase [15�
(p = 0.018), knee varus [6� (p = 0.035), limb length

discrepancy [1 cm (p = 0.015), bilateral knee flexum

[15� (p = 0.04), bilateral FST[ 20� (p = 0.037), uni-

lateral hip flexum[20� (p = 0.017), unilateral knee flexum

[15� (0.02), POA[ 10� (p = 0.029) and associated

symptomatic cervical spinal stenosis (p = 0.031).

Comparison between standing and sitting EOS images is

reported in Table 5. Most of the cases were grade 2 in

sitting position. Most of the cases of grade 1 and 3 shifted

to grade 2. Few cases remained in grade 3 with severe

imbalance due to a stiff spine pelvic area. In group A,

patients with imbalance (117 cases), an adaptive lower

limbs adjustment is observed in 89 patients in standing

position. Sixty of these 89 cases had an additional PT

increase for sitting position (mean 10�). In the group B

patients with imbalance and combined lower limbs prob-

lems (122 cases), 84 cases had an adaptive adjustment of

the lower limbs. Seventy-six of the 84 cases had an addi-

tional PT increase in sitting position (mean 8�).

Discussion

This study highlights several points regarding the spinal

balance in this very specific population of spinal stenosis

patients. At first, an associated lower limbs issue is

observed in 201 patients (54 % of the whole series). This

high percentage points out the importance of the global

evaluation of the patient: the spine evaluation cannot be

performed without a careful analysis of the lower limbs

(Figs. 10, 11) [22]. The key points for sagittal balance

analysis in spinal stenosis patients are the detection of

Table 3 Geometric parameters in standing position

Variable Mean SD

Sacral slope standing (�) 29.3 11.6

Pelvic incidence (�) 55.8 14.7

Pelvic tilt (�) 24.3 12.34

Pelvic obliquity angle (�) 6.1 11.61

SVA (mm) 92.2 6.1

GT (�) 49.4 18.1

FST (�) 12.5� 9.1�
KFA (�) 17.4� 9.3�
HKA angle (�) 5.8� 7.4�

PT

PT

GT

GT

Fig. 8 Grade 3 patient in standing position. No adaptation of the

lower limbs despite a C7 SVA 50 mm anterior to the femoral heads.

The comparison with sitting position (grade 2) shows some additional

pelvic retroversion (PT increase). GT significantly increases for

sitting position

PT

PT

GT

GT

Fig. 9 Grade 3 patient in standing position (hips and knees adaptive

flexion). Grade 2 in seated position, very moderate increase in PT and

GT. No significant modification of spine orientation: the patient is

mainly a hip user for sitting



imbalance, the appreciation of its severity, and the diag-

nosis of combined problems involving the lower limbs.

The recent literature describes multiple geometrical

parameters for the evaluation of the sagittal mal-alignments

and the imbalance compensatory mechanisms. But this

evaluation is complex to use in current practice. The

individualization of the grade 2 and 3 cases for imbalance

is easy to apply, while measuring the SVA distance does

not give such a practical appreciation (the same SVA does

not have the same significance according to the incidence

angle).

PT change must be analyzed according to the patient’s

incidence angle as previously described: the significance of

10� increase (pelvic retroversion) is different for patients

with low and high incidence angle according to Barrey

et al. data [4]. Such a 10� increase doubles the normal PT

value for patients with incidence angle\48�. On the con-

trary, it is only a PT 60 % increase if the incidence is 58�–
68� and 50 % increase in higher incidence angles. There-

fore, PT increase may be less tolerated by patients with a

low incidence angle. The perception of imbalance is

intriguing. Among spine pelvic parameters, low incidence

Table 4 Sagittal balance

evaluation (n = 373)
Grade 1 134 (36 %)

Grade 2 177 (47.5 %)

Grade 3 62 (16.5 %)

Patients with exclusive spinal issues (Group A): 172

� Patients with no sagittal imbalance (all grade 1): 55 (32 %)

� Patients with sagittal imbalance: 117 (68 %)

Grade 2: 96

Grade 3: 21

� Patients perceiving the imbalance: 93 (54 %)

Grade 2: 62

Grade 3: 21

� Patients with sagittal imbalance and adaptive adjustment of the lower limbs: 89/117 cases

� Associated segmental instability: 44/172 cases (25 %)

Patients with associated lower limbs issues (Group B): 201

� Patients with no sagittal imbalance (all grade 1): 79 (39 %)

� Patients with sagittal imbalance: 122 (61 %)

Grade 2: 81

Grade 3: 41

� Patients perceiving the imbalance: 115 (57 %)

Grade 2: 64

Grade 3: 41

� Patients with sagittal imbalance and typical adaptive adjustment of the lower limbs: 84

4 Imbalance is due to spine problems: 48 (grade 2: 41 cases; grade 3: 7 cases)

4 Imbalance is due to hip problems: 24 (grade 2: 16 cases; grade 3: 8 cases)

4 Imbalance is due to knee problems: 13 (grade 2: 5 cases; grade 3: 8 cases)

4 Imbalance is due to associated spine and hip problems: 28 (grade 2: 16 cases; grade 3: 12 cases)

4 Imbalance is due to associated spine and knee problems: 7 (grade 2: 3 cases; grade 3: 4 cases)

4 Imbalance is due to associated spine, hip and knee problems: 2 (grade 2: 0 cases; grade 3: 2 cases)

� Associated segmental instability: 76/201 cases (38 %)

Table 5 Comparison of standing and sitting balance patterns

(n = 373) Standing Sitting

Grade 1 134 (36 %) 53 (14 %)

Grade 2 177 (47.5 %) 309 (83 %)

Grade 3 62 (16.5 %) 11 (3 %)

Pelvic tilt (PT) Mean 24.3� (SD 12.34) Mean 36� (SD 12.8)

Global tilt (GT) Mean 49.4 (SD 18.1) Mean 59.1 (SD 10.7)



angle, PT, and GT are the predominant factors. This is in

accordance with the suggestions of previous literature [24].

The impact of lower limbs parameters is significant. Lower

limbs issues as limb length discrepancy [1 cm, pelvic

obliquity [10�, varus [6�, unilateral hip or knee flexum

can act as add-ons to the perceived imbalance. The com-

parison of standing and sitting images can easily demon-

strate the participation of the lower limbs in the postural

imbalance.

Regarding the definition and the analysis of the com-

pensatory mechanisms, this series points out a significant

problem. The theory of the lower limbs adaptation is clear,

logical, and qualitatively described in the literature [25].

But the reference values for the normal posture of lower

limbs in standing position for this age category of patients

is not well defined [26]. Several factors may interfere

including the pelvic incidence angle [27] and the lower

limbs anatomy to define the standard for FST and KFA

[28]. According to the few published papers on this topic,

we considered as an adaptive posture the cases with a mean

knee flexum[10� and/or a mean FST[ 15�.
In the global series of 294 imbalanced cases, the prob-

lem is basically a spine issue for 165 patients accounting

for 56 % of the series (117/172 patients with only spine

problems and 48/122 cases with combined spine and lower

GT

GT

PT

PT

Fig. 10 Grade 3 patient in standing position: no adaptation of the

lower limbs despite a C7 SVA 50 mm anterior to the femoral heads.

The frontal imbalance could explain this limitation for the sagittal

imbalance compensation. The comparison with sitting position (grade

2) shows some additional pelvic retroversion (moderate increase of

PT and GT)

monopodal EOS knee test

PT

PT

GT

GT

Fig. 11 Grade 3 patient in standing position. Despite an important

sagittal imbalance (C7 SVA 69 mm anterior to the femoral heads) no

adaptation of the lower limbs and the pelvic retroversion is not at its

maximum in standing position. The comparison with sitting position

demonstrates that an additional retroversion ability remains in

standing position (PT variation). PT and GT increase when the

patient moves to sitting position. The severe degradation of the right

knee explains the impossibility for lower limbs compensation in

standing position



limbs problems). But in combined spine and lower limbs

problems, the clinician must also recognize hip-spine cases

(24/122 patients in this series) and knee-spine cases (13/

122 patients in this series). In some cases, (37/122 patients

in this series) the anatomical and functional situations are

more complex to determine whether the patient is facing a

spine-hip or a hip-spine problem. The EOS dynamic tests

can be useful in such cases (Figs. 12, 13) [27]. The com-

parison between standing and sitting postural situations is

in accordance with previous data. The comfortable sitting

position essentially corresponds to grade 2. Interestingly,

most of the patients keep an additional pelvic retroversion

for the sitting position (mean PT variation 11�) despite the

standing balance has already triggered a first step of pelvic

extension and the adaptation of the lower limbs (Figs. 14,

15). This observation raises questions about the timing and

distribution of the adaptation phenomena in the pelvic area

and in the lower limbs. In the patients with low incidence

angle (\48�) pelvic extension is rapidly spent and this

starts the lower limbs adaptation. For the normal and high

incidence angle cases, the pelvic extension reserve is larger

but in most of cases the pelvic extension (retroversion)

ability is not fully used in standing position (Fig. 16).

This study has limitations: It is only a snapshot of a

current practice; the anatomical and functional evolution

after surgery is not analyzed. But the description of this

study highlights the importance of the lower limb eval-

uation not only as compensatory mechanism of the

spinal problems but also as an individualized parameter

with its own influence on the global balance analysis.

Further studies are needed to optimize the analysis of

hip-spine, knee-spine, spine-hip, or spine-knee syn-

dromes. In this context the dynamic EOS tests to eval-

uate the extension ability of the whole body can be

useful.

Conclusion

The understanding of sagittal alignment is now considered

a key point in the evaluation of spinal degeneration as

well as in hip or knee pathology as imbalance correlates

with disability, pain, and suboptimal evolution after sur-

gery [23, 29]. Spinal imbalance causes the implementa-

tion of compensatory mechanisms including spine and

lower limbs adaptation [24]. This study points out the

magnitude of the imbalance problems in a current practice

data base of spinal stenosis patients and the parasitic

effects of lower limbs associated pathologies. Questions

remain about the timing and distribution of the adaptation

phenomena in the pelvic area and in the lower limbs.

EOS biplane images provide innovative information about

the spine, hip, and knee combined degenerations. Such a

global view of the patient in functional standing and sit-

ting positions provides new tools to analyze the spinal

balance in lumbar stenosis patients and to optimize the

surgical strategies.

PT

GT
GT

PT

Pre op. Post op.

PT

GT

PT

GT

A

B

Fig. 12 Hip-spine syndrome (combination of a bilateral hip

coxarthrosis and four levels of spinal stenosis: pre- and post-op

evaluation standing and sitting). The hip replacement has induced

significant modifications of sagittal alignment in both functional

positions



A B C

Fig. 13 Importance of the EOS

extension test to decide the

surgical strategy in case of

sagittal imbalance. Patient with

combined problems: adjacent

levels stenosis above a previous

lumbar fusion bilateral hips and

knees degeneration. The hips

problem is predominant

according to clinical signs. The

imbalance is grade 3 (a). The
hyperextension test

(b) demonstrates that the

sagittal imbalance is reducible.

After bilateral THA (c). The
imbalance is partially corrected

(grade 2). The hips and knees

flessum has disappeared

PT
PT

GT
GT

Fig. 14 Patient with low incidence angle (33�). Grade 2 standing

grade 1 sitting. PT standing 14�, PT sitting 32�. The patient is mainly

a spine user for sitting position (important modification of PT and

GT)

PT

GT

GT

PT

Fig. 15 Previous long fixation; surgery is planned for a remaining 3

levels of stenosis. Comparison between standing (grade 3) and sitting

(grade 2) shows the correction of the frontal pelvic obliquity due to

lower limbs discrepancy (the hip and knee flexion are due to

lengthening of the right side). The patient is mainly a hip user for

sitting position (no significant modification of PT and GT)
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